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Spring Into Action!
BI-WEEKLY MANUFACTURER UPDATES

Every other week, Ginger Grant Group shares manufacturer updates and promotions!
Last time we put the spotlight on environments, such as education, senior living, and
healthcare. In this issue, we celebrate springing into action with furniture that moves,
lifts, rocks and more from Krug, Gressco, and Hekman Contract.  For a closer look,
click the images below!

Krug

In the spotlight this week is
Krug with their Solis guest
seating with flex back panel,
the comfortable and
functional Jordan Glider,
and the dual-purpose
Amelio Sleep Sofa.

    Click the image above for
more information!

Gressco

This week, we look at some
fun furniture with Gressco
and HABA Pro, such as the
Adventure Tunnel Swing,
the Ergo Seat Rocking
Stool, and the Monte
Bambini Climbing Wall.

 Click the image above for
more information!

Hekman Contract

Our highlights this week
feature Hekman
Contract's mobile adjustable
stand, the helpful Jensen
power chair, and
the comfortable Samantha
power lift recliner.

Click the image above for
more information!
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Check out The Ginger Grant Group's new blog, Crossing the Furnish-Line!

Looking for a previous newsletter? Check out our Newsletter Archive:

See a manufacturer you'd like to receive future updates for? Update your preferences here: 
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Krug
Manufacturer Product Spotlight

Solis Guest Seating
(http://www.krug.ca/pdf/Solis_Brochure.pdf)
Solis is a heavy-duty product, designed to stand up to the use and abuse that occurs in intensive-use
environments. Backed by a lifetime warranty, it features highly durable materials and construction - and is
designed for extended product life, through the replaceability of its components. Metal side frames, as well as

http://www.krug.ca/pdf/Solis_Brochure.pdf


both wood and urethane arms, can be field-replaced if damaged. Complete seats and backs can be field-
replaced when worn out or damaged. In the battle for infection control and healthy healing environments, Solis
offers an impressive array of features.

Removable upholstery covers are available, which can be removed and cleaned - or replaced, allowing the life
of the product to be significantly extended. Mesh backs are removable, for cleaning or for replacement. When
combined with anti-microbial upholstery, all surfaces can feature anti-microbial finishes, and the optional
Splashguard protects the underside of the seat from pathogens and moisture.

Flex back: The ergonomically-designed back has a slight flexing action, which significantly enhances comfort
and can be beneficial and pleasing for patients who are seated for long periods.

Jordan Glider (http://www.krug.ca/pdf/jordan_glider.pdf)
This is quite simply one of the best glider-motion chairs ever brought to market. Available in two sizes, the
unique curvature and support points of the Jordan Glider encourages an ergonomically-correct sitting posture
that is also exceptionally comfortable.

http://www.krug.ca/pdf/jordan_glider.pdf


This chair, along with the other Jordan products, has been designed with pronounced lower lumbar and thoracic
support, and the canted seat with a "waterfall" front is designed to prevent discomfort for legs and hips, while
promoting good circulation. The seat, arms and the recessed front panel are designed to allow safer and easier
ingress and egress. A slight flexing action in the back promotes an upright sitting position that is still pleasingly
comfortable.

FEATURES:

Locking, Replaceable Mechanism
Removable/Replaceable Upholstery & Components
Wall Saver Design
Antimicrobial Finish
Life Time Warranty
GREENGUARD™ Certified



Amelio Sleep Sofa (http://www.krug.ca/pdf/Amelio.pdf)
Newly expanded and enhanced with a range of new options and features, Amelio is the market leader in sleep
sofa solutions - and the most extensive product offering of its kind. In re-designing and expanding Amelio, we
have incorporated research that supports the value of family involvement in assisting positive patient outlook
and outcomes during recovery. Studies indicate that proximity to family reduces the rate of medical errors,
reduces the rate of patient falls, and significantly increases patient satisfaction ratings.

Amelio has been carefully and thoughtfully designed to facilitate family and visitor interaction with patients and
caregivers. It creates patient rooms that provide comfortable, efficient space for work, dining, relaxing, and
sleeping - each of these simple conversions can be performed with ease, and technology integration means
visitors can stay connected. Cleaning staff and Infection Control will appreciate the numerous features that allow
Amelio to be easily cleaned, and less prone to accumulation of germs, bacteria, and debris. Amelio Modular’s
innovative and patentpending design provides reconfigurability to accommodate change - something never
done before in a sleep sofa!
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Gressco
Manufacturer Product Spotlight

Adventure Tunnel Swing by HABA Pro (https://user-ynws2gd.cld.bz/Gressco-
HABA/HABA-2021-22/317/)
This adventure tunnel will delight any child looking for a new challenge. Not only will it teach young ones how to climb on their knees, but it will also
decorate the room with its vibrant green and blue colors. Make a game of it! See who can crawl through the tunnel the fastest. It encourages and
supports play activities to help children develop and grow into a well rounded human being that knows their own limitations. Helps with developing
physical strength, focus and concentration, promotes body awareness and trains the vestibular system. For crawling through, swinging back and forth
or as a place of retreat. The adventure tunnel can be hung on load-bearing ceilings or on the beams of the timber movement center at any height. For
children ages 3 and up. Made of a tear-proof polyester material with reinforced seams.

Can be hung from the ceiling
For climbing, swinging or sitting
Tear-resistant thanks to reinforced seams
Helps develop physical fitness

https://user-ynws2gd.cld.bz/Gressco-HABA/HABA-2021-22/317/


Ergo Seat Rocking Stool by HABA Pro (https://user-ynws2gd.cld.bz/Gressco-
HABA/HABA-2021-22/23/)
Use as a seat or standing aid. This standing or sitting stool allows for 360° freedom of movement, relieves the spine and strengthens back muscles.
Thanks to the curved base plate, it adapts to the movements of the body. The seat height is infinitely adjustable. Stool comes with a domed base and
ergonomic saddle seat.

Perfect for doctor's offices, classrooms or libraries. The base is made of beech wood with anti-slip coating. Frame is made of a powder-coated silver
aluminum. Comes fully assembled. 

Ergo Seat Rocking Stools:

Encourages good posture
Use for standing or sitting work
360° freedom of movement
Strengthens back muscles
Seat Heights: 14½"-19¾" & 21¼"-31½"

Monte Bambini Climbing Wall by HABA Pro (https://user-ynws2gd.cld.bz/Gressco-

https://user-ynws2gd.cld.bz/Gressco-HABA/HABA-2021-22/23/
https://user-ynws2gd.cld.bz/Gressco-HABA/HABA-2021-22/302/
https://user-ynws2gd.cld.bz/Gressco-HABA/HABA-2021-22/302/


HABA/HABA-2021-22/302/)
Use as a seat or standing aid. This standing or sitting stool allows for 360° freedom of movement, relieves the spine and strengthens back muscles.
Thanks to the curved base plate, it adapts to the movements of the body. The seat height is infinitely adjustable. Stool comes with a domed base and
ergonomic saddle seat. Perfect for doctor's offices, classrooms or libraries. Weight capacity: 220 lbs. The base is made of beech wood with anti-slip
coating. Frame is made of a powder-coated silver aluminum. Comes fully assembled. Weight capacity: 176 lbs.

Boards can be hung on all steps
Two climbing ascents
Small seating area at the top
Strap w/velcro secured wall in place

Mount Bambini Wall Options:
056336 - Natural
056345 - Light Blue
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Hekman Contract
Manufacturer Product Spotlight

Mobile Adjustable Stand
(https://hekmancontract.com/inc/product-
pdfs/Hekman%20Contract%20-

https://hekmancontract.com/inc/product-pdfs/Hekman%20Contract%20-%20Mobile%20Adjustable%20Stand%20(C5029).pdf
https://hekmancontract.com/inc/product-pdfs/Hekman%20Contract%20-%20Mobile%20Adjustable%20Stand%20(C5029).pdf


%20Mobile%20Adjustable%20Stand%20(C5029).pdf)
Versatile and durable, this mobile adjustable stand is perfect for moving about an exam room or office.

Overview:

Cast Aluminum Base adjusts from 30 in. to 44 in.
ThermoShield Laminate Top Finished in Shark Grey
Pneumatic Lift with Easy Grip Lever
Four Caster (Two Locking)
Tablet Holder
Writing Utensil Slot
CA Prop 65 Compliant*

Specs:

Overall Width: 30"

Overall Depth: 25"

Overall Height: 44"

https://hekmancontract.com/inc/product-pdfs/Hekman%20Contract%20-%20Mobile%20Adjustable%20Stand%20(C5029).pdf


Jensen Seating (https://hekmancontract.com/inc/product-
pdfs/Hekman%20Contract%20-
%20Jensen%20Power%20Lift%20Chair%20(8029).pdf)
Overview:

Mortise and Tenon Joinery

https://hekmancontract.com/inc/product-pdfs/Hekman%20Contract%20-%20Jensen%20Power%20Lift%20Chair%20(8029).pdf


Loctite Secured Bolts, Washers, and Lock Nuts
Clamped and Glued Joints
Senior Living Foam Density: 2.3
Senior Living Foam ILD: 45 LBS
Angled holster to host controller.
Powerful 110v motor reclines and lifts up to 300 lbs.
Chair lift motor is available with 6ft power cord or an optional rechargeable battery pack.
Lifts 30 degrees past center to assist user in entering and exiting the seat.
LED backlit controller features easy to understand buttons
Fully Extended Length: 69 in.
CA Prop 65 Compliant*

Specs:

Overall Width: 28.25"

Overall Depth: 35"

Overall Height: 40.5"

Seat Width: 20"

Seat Depth: 21"

Seat Height: 19"

Arm Height: 25"



Samantha Power Lift Chair
(https://hekmancontract.com/inc/product-
pdfs/Hekman%20Contract%20-
%20Samantha%20Power%20Chair%20(8059).pdf)
Overview:

Mortise and Tenon Joinery
Loctite Secured Bolts, Washers, and Lock Nuts

https://hekmancontract.com/inc/product-pdfs/Hekman%20Contract%20-%20Samantha%20Power%20Chair%20(8059).pdf


Clamped and Glued Joints
Senior Living Foam Density: 2.3
Senior Living Foam ILD: 45 LBS
Angled holster to host controller.
Powerful 110v motor reclines and lifts up to 300 lbs. (Available with standard 6 foot cord or optional
rechargeable battery pack)
Lifts 30 degrees past center to assist user in entering and exiting the seat.
LED backlit controller features easy to understand buttons
Fully Extended Length: 69 in.
CA Prop 65 Compliant*

Specs:

Overall Width: 34"

Overall Depth: 34"

Overall Height: 40"

Seat Width: 21"

Seat Depth: 19"

Seat Height: 19"

Arm Height: 26"
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